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1. PRODUCT

1.1 ENERGY MONITORS

A. The Monitor shall be ETL listed and CE marked.

B. The Monitor shall accept inputs from current transformers (5A secondary current 
transformers, .333 volt secondary current transformers) and 120 volt secondary potential 
transformers. The monitor shall accept direct-connect monitoring voltages up to 600volts,  
phase to phase

1. Monitor shall have the ability to reverse polarity of installed current transformers 
through dedicated desktop software and through local display and keypad.

2. The Monitor shall be capable of connection to single or a three-phase circuit.

3. The Monitor shall be capable of monitoring 3 wire delta, 4 wire wye, 2 wire 
single phase, 3 wire single phase and 4 wire delta power system types.

4. The Monitor shall be user programmable for any PT ratio up to 32000V and any CT  
ratio up to 6000A. DIP switches or other fixed ratio designs shall not be acceptable.

5. Monitor must be configurable and capable of being monitored via local keypad 
interface and through dedicated desktop software.

6. All connections must be available with removable terminal blocks.

7. An integral bonding plate shall be available to bond all metal conduits without 
having to implement an external bonding source.

8. Monitor shall be provided with weather resistant enclosure.

C. The Monitor shall have a KWH accuracy of +/- 0.5% or better, accuracy tested to ANSI C12.20.

1. Monitor shall have the option to have current transformers matched to each phase and 
inaccuracies removed via stored offset table. Each matched current transformer will be  
labeled to note which phase it is calibrated to.

2. The Monitor shall provide true RMS measurements of voltage, phase to neutral and phase 
to phase, and current per phase. It shall measure real power, reactive power, apparent power, 
power factor and frequency via local display and dedicated desktop software.
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3. The Monitor shall be capable of recording and storing positive and negative bidirectional 
accumulated energy in separate accumulators. It shall be capable of reporting both net 
(positive minus negative) and total (positive plus negative) accumulated energy. Reporting 
total accumulated reactive energy shall be a standard option.

4. The Monitor shall provide a “sliding window” average KW demand value. The demand interval 
shall be user programmable via local display and dedicated desktop software.

5. The Monitor shall capture the Peak Sliding Window KW and record the time and date of 
occurrence. The Peak Sliding Window KW value shall be clearable by the keypad or desktop 
software and the time and date of clearing shall also be recorded. These time and date 
timestamps shall be available for viewing on the display or through desktop software.

D. The monitor shall contain a battery-backed real-time clock/calendar for recording the time and date 
that certain events occur. The monitor shall continue to maintain time and date information when the 
24VAC supply power is absent. The battery shall be userreplaceable.

E. The monitor shall include a 2-line by 16-character liquid crystal display (LCD). Display shall have the 
ability to be removed without affecting function of monitor.

1. The measured values must be displayed on LCD’s that are at least 0.20” high on each of the 2 
separate lines.

2. The Monitor must be capable of rotating through the possible display values automatically 
or manually using the keypad. Each value shall be capable of being hidden or shown via local 
keypad and dedicated desktop software.

3. The display shall provide user access to all phase voltages (phase to neutral and phase to 
phase), currents (phase and neutral), watts, VARs, VA, power factor, frequency and kwh.

4. The display must be configurable to display contact status icons.

F. The monitor shall include output option for analog mA signals (4-20 mA).

1. The analog outputs must map to total positive KW, total bi-directional KW, sliding window 
KW, peak window KW, total KVA, total power factor, average amps or average volts.
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G. The monitor shall include output options for KWH energy pulses and relay/alarm outputs.

1. The Monitor shall have two form C, dry contact relay outputs for alarm and KWH pulse 
outputs.

2. The Monitor must be capable of tripping its dry contact outputs for the following conditions:  

 • Unbalanced Voltage (Normally Open or Normally Closed) 

 • Low Voltage (Normally Open or Normally Closed) 

 • Low Voltage or Unbalanced Voltage (Normally Open or Normally Closed)

3. The Monitor pulse outputs shall be mappable so that either pulse output can represent 
positive or negative accumulated energy (KWH).

H. The monitor shall be microprocessor based and shall be fully user programmable. Monitor must be 
capable of being configured via desktop software. Monitor firmware must be field upgradable via desktop 
software.

1. The Monitor shall be configured through the front panel or through dedicated desktop 
software. It shall not be necessary to dismantle the monitor to perform programming 
functions.

2. Configuration data shall be password protected.

3. Monitor shall be capable of trending and storing at minimum KW in non-volatile memory for a 
90-day period. That data should be accessed via data port with dedicated desktop software.

I. The monitor shall be capable of utilizing either an RS232 or RS485 digital communications port.

1. The Monitor shall have MODBUS RTU, BACnet MSTP, Lonworks and N2 as available 
protocols.

2. The Monitor shall have a communication baud rate of 2400 or higher.

3. The digital port connections shall be electrically isolated from the system voltage and current 
connections.

4. The front data port shall be capable of configuring, monitoring and upgrading firmware for 
monitor via dedicated desktop software.
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J. The monitor shall be capable of field hardware expansion via integral expansion slot.

K. The Monitor shall be powered by 24 VAC.

L. Acceptable product is Kele Inc. endicator™ Energy Monitor.
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